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Therapeutic Recreation at CHNK
Playing With Purpose

Sara Warner MA, CTRS
Recreational Therapist

Therapeutic Recreation 101
Learning the Lingo

Before taking a deep dive into the recreational therapy program at Children’s Home of Northern Kentucky, here’s a
quick tutorial on some of the important terms you’ll hear us use as we talk about the program:
Therapeutic Recreation – the field of study that focuses on how to use recreation and other activity-based interventions
to address the needs of individuals with mental or physical illnesses and/or disabling conditions
Recreational Therapy – the actual practice, or treatment service, that’s designed to restore, remediate, and rehabilitate
a person’s level of functioning and independence in life activities and to promote health and wellness
Recreational Therapist – a therapist who uses a variety of activity-based techniques to impact and improve the physical,
cognitive, emotional, social, and leisure needs of clients; typically, specific interests of the client are incorporated into
the therapy in order to achieve optimal outcomes
CTRS – the national certification for a recreational therapist; it stands for Certified Therapeutic Recreation Specialist
and requires a bachelor’s degree or higher, a formal internship, and the passing of a national certification exam
Modality – the way recreational therapy is conducted; at CHNK, we offer a variety of modalities, including art,
music, drumming, cooking, equine, circus, gardening, pet, and adventure-based
Structured Recreation – an activity that happens over a specified period of time and has set goals or guidelines; unlike
a recreational therapy modality, this type of activity does not necessarily directly connect to a client’s treatment plan,
but it supports it by improving the mental and physical health of the client
Source: American Therapeutic Recreation Association (www.atra-online.com)

Help Us Keep HOMEFRONT Going
A special thank you to our
print communications sponsor:

Our communications sponsors underwrite the
cost of our communication efforts – including
the Homefront newsletter, which reaches over
10,000 households – so that CHNK can
easily and regularly stay in touch with you
at no cost to our Agency. Is your business
interested in becoming one of our valued
communications sponsors? Contact the CHNK
Office for Development at 859.292.4135 or
development@chnk.org for more information.

Recreational Therapy at CHNK Playing With Purpose
For nearly a decade, youth in the residential treatment program at CHNK have benefited from recreational therapy
– and for most of that time, Sara Warner has served as our Recreational Therapist. Sara received her Therapeutic
Recreation Specialist certification in 2007, and since that time, she has not just designed and led what the recreational
therapy component of the program looks like, but she’s also co-authored a book on the topic, titled Behavioral Health
Protocols and Treatment Plans for Recreational Therapy.
Sara constantly explores new and innovative treatment
modalities that could be offered at CHNK; current offerings
include art, circus, cooking, equine, games, gardening, music, and
pet-assisted therapy. And while to an outsider it may look like the
kids are simply being kids at play, they’re actually playing with
purpose – developing and expanding their communication skills,
positive coping skills, leadership skills, and capacity for problemsolving; improving their self-esteem, mastery of leisure interests,
and respect for authority; creating positive peer relationships; and
learning how to better manage their anger and emotions.
Even better, each youth
in treatment completes
an assessment to identify
leisure interests, personal
strengths,
and
areas
One of our young residents learning how to fish,
for improvement. The
with the help of one of our treatment team members.
information we gather
helps us to assign specific, individualized goals to be addressed through the
therapeutic recreation group of his or her choice. By offering choice, our youth
are empowered to lead and direct their own treatment.
Most of the modalities run for 6 to 8 weeks at a time; each one may have as
many as four cycles per year. Cycles vary based on interest, length, the school
year, and of course, cost. Since we don’t receive reimbursement from Kentucky
for recreational therapy, all expenses related to offering it must be covered by
private donations. Want to help Sara keep our recreational therapy program
thriving? Use the enclosed envelope to make a tax-deductible donation to
CHNK – all donations received from this edition of Homefront will directly
support the program!

Meet Buster, one of the horses our young
residents interact with during equine
therapy. We partner with Beth Long and
New Day Ranch in Burlington, KY for this
particular modality.

When some of our residents found out that Ms. Brittany, one
of our residential treatment specialists, knits as a hobby, they
asked her to teach them how to knit. Not only have they been
attentive students, but they are rockin’ the knitting effort!
Handmade scarves have been made for several employees,
along with washcloths for board members and even miniscarves for dogs and cats.
Knitting has been proven to relieve stress and symptoms of
depression. The rhythmic nature of knitting actually helps
produce serotonin, a body chemical associated with calmness
and happiness ... and since knitting requires using two hands,
a knitter’s brain has to focus entirely on the job at hand, rather
than thinking or worrying about anything else. Kudos to Ms.
Brittany for introducing this new coping skill to our residents!

Structured Recreation

Encouraging Healthy Extracurricular Choices
It’s not uncommon for someone who is experiencing
a mental health crisis to also have issues related to
physical health. Specific to our youth in treatment,
even something like a medication to help with a
behavioral health need can negatively impact a child’s
physical health, causing him to gain 30 pounds in a
matter of weeks. In response to these co-occurring
symptoms, the CHNK treatment team makes sure
structured recreation is part of the daily calendar for
our residential clients.
On any given day, our young residents have an hour
of structured recreation; they’re given two options to
select from, each one representing one of the following
categories: fitness, arts and crafts, team sport, individual
sport, leisure activity, nature activity, intellectual
activity, or game. So, for example, one afternoon our
residents might have the option of playing ping pong
or creating art with sidewalk chalk, while on a different
day, the options might be yoga and fishing. The one
constant is that the activities impact both the physical
health and mental health of our clients.
Studies have shown that physical exercise can naturally
and positively impact individuals who live with
depression, addiction, anxiety, and chronic stress.
There is even evidence to suggest that physical activity
can help a person’s nervous system become “unstuck”
and move out of the immobilization stress response
that characterizes post-traumatic stress disorder or
other trauma.
Further, our structured recreation offerings often lead
our clients to discover skills they didn’t know they had,
interests they want to pursue, or activities that they can
use as healthy coping mechanisms.
The Junior Board is the official volunteer arm of CHNK’s recreational
therapy program; members of the Junior Board plan activities for
youth in treatment, volunteer at structured recreation opportunities,
and fundraise for the program through the annual Charity Ball.
Megan Bayless, President Elect of the Junior Board, reflects:
I realized the impact of the Junior Board at my very first event as a
member. A few weeks after I joined, we held the March Madness
tournament and I got to meet the kids for the first time. At the end of
the event, I was approached by two boys. One whispered, “Tell the
other ladies I said thank you,” and then ran off shyly. The other offered
to carry boxes for us and expressed his gratitude for everything that we
contributed that day. I was instantly sold on how much our involvement
and donated time means to each boy individually.
For more information about joining the Junior Board,
email juniorboard@chnk.org or call 859.292.4135

Megan Bayless
Junior Board President Elect

Activities & Outings

Interacting In and With the Community
The third piece of our therapeutic recreation program
revolves around activities and outings for our clients.
Think of this component as the gauge for how well
our therapy and structured recreation are going; as our
residential clients interact with volunteers or navigate
public outings (baseball games, restaurants, even walks in
the park), they’re putting to use a culmination of skills and
coping mechanisms they’ve picked up through their work
with Sara and our treatment team.
Activities may look like a local church group coming
onto campus and building birdhouses with our young
residents. Or it may look like a Cottage Fun Night with
our Junior Board members, spent playing cornhole and
eating popcorn and watching a movie. And sometimes it
looks like a super fun Olympic Day with Citi employees or
fishing derby with the Florence Elks.
Outings vary based on the interests of our residents at
any given time, as well as what we can afford – or receive
through generous individuals and businesses in the
community! For example, we typically are able to take our
residents to several Cincinnati Reds and Florence Freedom

games each summer, and there’s usually an end-of-summer
trip to Kings Island. During the winter months, our
kids get to visit the Cincinnati Zoo’s Festival of Lights
and go snowtubing at Perfect North. And then there are
the cultural opportunities; most recently, residents took
in a performance by Cirque du Soleil and attended the
Cincinnati Opera, two experiences that children in out-ofhome care don’t typically have.

At my first event with the residents, a summer picnic, one of the teenage residents stopped
to shake my hand and say thank you before leaving. It was unprompted and heartfelt. You
don’t expect gratitude from any teenager, much less for a simple summer day of games
and BBQ. Every time I leave an event I wonder if they’ve impacted my life far more than I
could impact theirs. I just hope that showing up for them can contribute somehow to their
current and future well-being.
Erin Señoz, Junior Board member

By using the remittance envelope included in this newsletter, or by going online to www.chnk.org/donate
and selecting Recreational Therapy from the drop-down menu, you’ll help us ensure our youth in treatment
have more experiences like the ones outlined throughout this edition of Homefront.

Have you done the Duffle Shuffle yet? If not, head to www.duffleshuffle.org to get the scoop on the
movement, and then – get to shuffling! You’ll be joining the likes of FC Cincinnati, the Cincinnati Zoo,
Trey Grayson and the NKY Chamber of Commerce, Sherrill-Morgan, the Ben-Gal Cheerleaders,
and countless others who are doing the #DuffleShuffle in support of youth in out-of-home care.
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THE JUNIOR BOARD OF CHILDREN’S HOME OF NORTHERN KENTUCKY
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tickets are $125 per person
50 of which is tax-deductible
For more details, please visit:

www.chnk.org/charityball

Join us as an event sponsor! Call 859.292.4135 to get started

